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Some Material Flags was initiated as a commission for the Museum of Contemporary Art (MOT) in Tokyo 
in late 2008. When I initially saw the photos of the proposed site, the museum's foyer space, I was struck 
by how spacious ,it appeared. It immediately called to mind the vast and excessive vertical space of many 
international airports. I decided I wanted to work with this analogy and designed an alternative series of large 
national flags for the space. 

The national flag typically represents the ideals, history, political structure, geography, and 
affiliations of a country. The concept behind this project was to consider how a national flag might 
be designed to represent commonplace information about its citizens. Stars, circles, stripes, 
crescents, diamonds and other shapes illustrate - in proportion to the entire population as to the 
entire flag - such ordinary information as the proportion of citizens who smoke, who own a car, 
who are unemployed, who use the internet regularly, who consider themselves to be "very happy", 
who are not proud of their country, and who ally themselves with either the "far left" or "far right" 
of the political scale. 

The idea was to relocate the idealistic symbology of flags into the realm of the ordinary. To this end, 
the flags are made of seersucker - a fabric whose texture is striped with puckers and designed for 
the practical effect of wicking sweat off a person's body with much greater ease than a typical flat 
fabric. Its pattern is generally striped or checked. 
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Louisa BUFARDECI, Some Material Flags, 

2008, Seersucker fabric, 400 x 200 cm x 10 (pieces), courtesy of the artist and Anna Schwartz Gallery, Melbourne and Sydney. 
I Flags, Installation View of the Mu-seum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo 
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